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TIME as the civilized present it goes on the assumption that it
moves forward. The Ancients according to their sciences, formulate that
true TIME is the PRESENT, but when it is compared to civilized concept of
PRESENT TIME, Ancient true TIME decreases at a given rate of duration.
If this scientific theory of the Ancients is to be followed all the way
through to completion, the civilized PRESENT ’TIME becomes the Ancient PAST
IN TIME.
We now have one part to the Mathematical Ancient scientific theory.
THE PAST IN TIME which the civilized world calls THE PRESENT IN TIME.
To find the next part of this theory, we must search the tables of
the WINTER COUNT. Close examination of these tables, we note each table is
the end result of an answer. What this answer states or tells or concludes
cannot be known till one understands what each number that makes the total,
means. Each table increases by 2160 and there are ZOO increases that total
b,32,000. It cannot be argued or debated these tables because they are a
numbered squence, are time tables. To find their meanings or answers, we
must know how Ancients calculated time.
Just what could be the one scientific fact that cannot be disputed 
by the civilized or a citizen from another solar system that is the building
blocks for calculating time that is used by the entire Universe?
The civilized system has a 60 seconds makes one minute, 60 minutes
make one hour, Zh hours makes on whole day but the system must start with
time being at the Sun. GOOD! but it can't be used out in the Univers
To correctly calculate time from the Earth or on the Earth, it must
start with a kriown scientific fact that cannot be disputed and is Universal.
This fact should make space travel safe and used by everyone. It. must be_
understood by everyone and not be a mystery.
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